GTI Wedge

GTI Wedge
The new multifunction transponder for cloning and programming the most common original car and motorbike keys

Certifications
The GTI Wedge is CE marked and conforms to the RED, RoHS and WEEE norms.
CE Mark
The GTI Wedge has been produced
in conformity with CE mark
European standards.
RED Norm
The GTI Wedge conforms to the
parameters of the RED 2014/53/UE
directive, ensuring an efficient use
of the radio spectrum and avoiding
harmful interferences.
RoHS Norm
The GTI Wedge adheres to the
RoHS 2011/65/UE directive,
which restricts the use of certain
hazardous substances in electrical
and electronic equipment. It is
therefore respectful of human
health and of the environment.
WEEE Norm
Silca, in conformity with WEEE
European directives on the waste
of electrical and electronic equipment, has taken charge of the
costs of the special disposal of the
electronical devices it sells, including the transponders.

Great versatility of use with original and Silca keys
The GTI Wedge compact dimensions
ensure it can be used with the vast
majority of original car and motorbike
keys available on the market and with
the entire range of Silca vehicle keys.
In particular, the GTI Wedge is compatible with:
 the Silca Look A-like range;
 the Silca Remote Car Keys;
 the Silca Empty Shells range;
 the Silca MH-TA keys;
 the Silca Flip keys.

Duplicate keys even when the
original is lost
The GTI Wedge can be programmed
directly onto the car by means of a
Silca, Advanced Diagnostics and/or
manual procedure, depending on the
vehicle model. The GTI Wedge
pre-setting is fast and easy with the
software “Silca TRP Setting
Program”.

Multifunctionality means more
efficient stock management
With the GTI Wedge transponder you
can copy Texas® Fixed, Texas®
Crypto and Philips® Crypto transponders. With the software “Silca
TRP Setting Program”, the GTI
Wedge can be pre-set to emulate the
Silca transponders T3, T4, T7, T8,
T13, T14, T16, T17, T18, T19, T21,
T22, T31 and T32. This way you will
be able to optimize your warehouse by
simplifying the range of transponders
needed to offer your customers a
complete vehicle key service.

Compatible with Silca and
Advanced Diagnostics devices
The GTI Wedge can be used
exclusively with the Silca cloning
devices RW4 Plus, Fast Copy Plus,
RW4 + P-Box and Fast Copy +
P-Box, and with the Advanced
Diagnostics devices AD100 Pro and
MVP Pro.

Transponder range
The wide offer of Silca transponders, both
wedge and glass, allows you to clone and
program most vehicle keys available on
the market. Discover the complete range
in the “Silca Transponder Range” brochure.

Resistant material
The GTI Wedge is made of a thermoset resin, a more resistant material
compared to glass.
Practical packaging
The GTI Wedge is packed singularly
in a plastic bag optimized for hook
display.
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In compliance with current regulations relating to industrial property, we hereby state that the trade-marks or trade names mentioned in this document are the exclusive property of authorized manufacturers of locks and users. Said trade-marks or trade names are nominated only for the purposes of
information so that any lock for which our keys are made can be rapidly identified. This document is reserved exclusively for professional key cutters who use Silca products. / All information and illustrations in this document are for guidance only. Silca reserves the right to alter products designs,
dimensions or info to improve the products quality. The contents of this document are fully protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form, without written permission from Silca S.p.A. Any controversy shall be settled by the Courts of Justice where the company has its
headquarters, with express exclusion of any other court.

The new GTI Wedge offers the same cloning and programming functionalities and the same performances as the glass GTI, and, being
smaller, allows for greater versatility of use. In fact, it is compatible
with the entire range of Silca vehicle keys and with the majority of
original car and motorbike keys.

